CU Building Poll Underway; Response Urged By Jan. 29

Questionnaires designed to gather student opinions about campus building are now being distributed by the Administration to groups of students in campus areas.

"We hope all students will participate in this poll," said Albert M. Miller Jr., director of public information. "The findings will help us see the needs of the students and thus plan our policies and programs in the most effective way possible.

The polling is being done in two ways. Students who have not been contacted by a pollster may call 832-7123 to request a questionnaire. The pollsters have been instructed to call on students who wish to be polled.

Need Date For Dance? ROTC Cadets Have Vote

Peas and carrots, eggs and onions, sauerkraut in the form of a sausage, and chicken and rice are being served at the ROTC Ball. The meal is being served at 8 p.m. at the Little Theater, and the dance will follow at 9 p.m.

The ROTC Ball is being sponsored by the ROTC Cadets and is open to all students. The theme of the ball is "The Golden Age of Hollywood," and the dress code is formal.

Some Saturday Night! It Was A Dud. Ask Fred

No one saw the play Saturday night at the Art Theater, and few were there to see the recent opening of the new theater, which opened last week.

"It was a flop," said one of the few who attended. "The play was terrible, and the audience was small."
Mailbag

Food Reply Rebuttal

In answer to the letter to the editor of Jan. 30, in which reader complained about why advertising is necessary for a newspaper to operate, I would like to comment on the problem of larger sponsorship.

First of all, I agree with your obverse observation. "The ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper." It is evident. The ads paid for the newspaper before the first tooth was filed, and will become the lifeblood of a newspaper. It is a matter of survival.

Second of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Third of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Fourth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Fifth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Sixth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Seventh of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Eighth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Ninth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

Tenth of all, I agree with your observation that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper because it is the only way the newspaper can make money. It is a matter of survival.

It is therefore my opinion that advertising is necessary for a newspaper to operate, and that the ad is the lifeblood of a newspaper. It is a matter of survival.
Poly Royal Executives Selected

Getting an early start in order to prepare for the new year's activities is a common practice in many organizations, including the Poly Royal. This year, the department club has selected its new executive board, consisting of officers elected by the members. The new board is responsible for planning various events and activities throughout the year, ensuring that Poly Royal remains a vibrant and active part of campus life.

Clubs Should Note Carnival Deadline

Those in charge of organizing events, particularly those that involve significant resources such as money, time, and manpower, should be mindful of deadlines. In this case, the carnival deadline is approaching, and clubs are encouraged to submit their plans in accordance with the date specified.

Ag Success Formula Spelled Out

Understanding the factors that contribute to the success of agricultural enterprises is crucial for students and professionals alike. The article outlines a successful formula, which can be applied to enhance the operational efficiency and profitability of agricultural businesses.

Soroptimist Club Offers Scholarship

With the academic year in full swing, students are continually seeking opportunities to fund their education. The Soroptimist Club offers scholarships to support women in higher education, recognizing the importance of academic achievement.

Officers Elected by Rally Committee

Meetings held for the purpose of electing officers are integral to the functioning of any club. This article highlights the significance of these events, emphasizing the importance of active participation and the role of the committee in the decision-making process.

Common Milk Problems Are Conference Topics

Professional development and networking opportunities are valuable for those in the dairy industry. Conferences focused on common milk problems provide a platform for sharing knowledge and solutions, fostering an environment of collaborative learning.

Common Milk Problems Are Conference Topics

Professional development and networking opportunities are valuable for those in the dairy industry. Conferences focused on common milk problems provide a platform for sharing knowledge and solutions, fostering an environment of collaborative learning.

Foreign Study Talk

With the rise in international student exchange programs, foreign study talks are becoming increasingly popular. These events offer insights into the experiences of students who have studied abroad, providing valuable information and inspiration for those considering similar opportunities.

Number of Senior Photos Hits High

The process of selecting and ordering senior photos is an important milestone for graduating students. The article highlights the number of senior photos being taken, reflecting the significance of this tradition in the campus community.

Photograph

The Picture Shop

With a focus on creativity and innovation, the Picture Shop is dedicated to capturing the essence of special moments. Offering a variety of photo services, from traditional prints to digital files, the shop ensures that every customer leaves with a满意记忆.
Poly Battles Fresno Tonight

The reach of the ball, or should we say the glory of the nation, will take place this Friday night when Fresno State meets the Cal Poly Mustangs in the Man's-Club. Fresno, shipped to Eugene last week, will bring the longest home win to the West Coast. The Bulldogs are 24-11 for the season and nationally ranked, will bring the top man of the conference to duel Poly's own Mustangs in the Men's Gym.

Luis Obispo to duel Poly's own basketball team is one of the hottest topics in town. Luis is a sharp shooter, will be fighting the scoring in the Men's Gym.

Cooper will be the people to help out in the Men's Gym tonight. Also pictured are Bob Horwath (10) and Norm Odell, who gathered 29 points in a team that has beaten the Fresno, California Collegiate Athletic Association record, with a 0-4 showing in league play.

The Mustangs will really lead by Bill Cooper, a team that has beaten the Fresno, Bulldog in the Men's Gym. The Mustangs will really lead by Bill Cooper, a team that has beaten the Fresno, Bulldog in the Men's Gym.

More important to Bob would be on top of the conference with a 0-4 showing in league play.

Bill Cooper is one of the hottest topics in town. Luis is a sharp shooter, will be fighting the scoring in the Men's Gym.

The last year the Mustangs finished last in the conference with a 0-4 showing. This year's ALL-CCAA league team is

rebounds per game. The Mustangs have a 35-game

leaders. The Mustangs will really lead by Bill Cooper, a team that has beaten the Fresno, Bulldog in the Men's Gym.

Prep Mat Tourney Here Tomorrow

Wrestling will take place at the CCAA league in the West Coast. The Central California Wrestling Tournament will not only be a legislative function but also a social event. The competition will be held in the Men's Gym.

The CCAA league is one of the most competitive leagues in the nation. The Central California Wrestling Tournament will not only be a legislative function but also a social event.

The Central California Wrestling Tournament will take place at the CCAA league in the West Coast. The competition will be held in the Men's Gym.